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Abstract

Kapeller et al. (2013) argue that consumer choice in the presence of multiple-

attribute products is structurally equivalent to the social choice problem to which Ar-

row's famed impossibility theorem applies and that therefore rational consumer choice

is impossible. I �nd this particular theoretical argument against a rational agent model

to be, unfortunately, based on an erroneous assertion of equivalence. I demonstrate

that the mathematical structure of the consumer choice problem is not equivalent to

the social choice problem, and that as a result we cannot apply the Arrow impossibility

theorem to the former problem in the manner that the authors do. Moreover, the au-

thors leave themselves and anyone who uses their paper open to misinterpretation and

attack by neoclassical economists as their de�nition of rational consumer choice which

they claim to be impossible is not aligned with that of the neoclassical school.

This is a note seeking to clarify the interesting argument of Kapeller et al. (2013) that the

problem of rational consumer choice in the presence of multiple-attribute products is struc-

turally equivalent mathematically to the famed social choice problem of Arrow (1951). I

will show that due to a lack of rigour and formality in the exposition of their mathematical

argument, Kapeller et al. (2013) have asserted an equivalence between the structures of the

two problems at hand (section 3, p.43 of the paper under consideration) which is by no

means immediately apparent as would be required by the informality of their mathemat-

ical argument. Unfortunately, therefore, the famous impossibility theorem on social choice
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problem does not immediately carry over to the problem of consumer choice as a mere mat-

ter of assertion as suggested by their proof of Theorem 1 (p.59). I say unfortunately, for I

share sympathy for the view that rational consumer choice is an impossibility in reality on

scienti�c philosophical and empirical grounds1. An additional, and potentially more serious

issue with their argument is that they have left themselves open to misinterpretation and

attack from neoclassical economists insofar as they have conceptualised rational choice in a

manner which is quite strong compared with that accepted and held to by the neoclassical

school.

These two problems with the original argument mean that the authors have left them-

selves and those who use their argument open to easy and devastating accusations by neo-

classical economists that the argument lacks rigour and attacks a straw man. I will elaborate

upon this latter point �rst before returning to the question of whether the two aggregation

problems are in fact mathematically equivalent as the authors assert.

1 The neoclassical conception of rational choice

Kapeller et al. (2013) assert on p.40 of their paper that

�according to a classical formulation...which is in line with most modern versions

as found in economic research and teaching... a rational agent can be described

by the following attributes:

(1) Completeness - the agent is fully informed about all possible alternatives

(2) Ordinality - the agent is able to rank all possible alternatives in terms of

�better� or �worse�, but cannot quantify these di�erences

(3) Consistency - this ranking is consistent, that is, based on a transitive prefer-

ence ordering

(4) Optimisation - the agent optimises her expected returns/utility based on this

ranking�

They cite the canonical textbooks of Mas-Collel et. al. and Hal Varian along with Robert

Sugden and Leonard Savage as the source of this de�nition. This is a fair characterisation

of neoclassical rationality, though I would point out that the exact formal de�nition of a

rational agent provided by Mas-Collel et al. (1995, p.6) (which I think we can safely take to

be the de�nitive statement of the foundations of neoclassical economics) is one which chooses

1On the other hand, I am not entirely convinced that it is of no use as a �rst approximation of choice
under certain highly speci�c conditions
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the preference-maximal alternative according to the rational preference relation de�ned as

follows:

De�nition 1. A preference relation � is rational if it possesses the following two properties:

(1) Completeness: for all x, y ∈ X, we have that x � y or y � x (or both)

(2) Transitivity: for all x, y, z ∈ X, if x � y and y � z, then x � z

It is extremely important to recognise that this statement and this statement alone, a

very sparse and terse one at that, can be taken to constitute the neoclassical position with

respect to the nature of rational consumer choice (it is identical to the statement of Jehle and

Reny (2011, Ch. 1), the other major textbook on the foundations of neoclassical economics).

To attribute any further axioms to the de�nition of consumer rationality requires a strong

defence on neoclassical grounds for their inclusion to avoid an easy retort by the neoclassical

economist that their position on the nature of rationality is being misrepresented and over-

stated.

In sections two and three of the paper by Kapeller et al. (2013), this stripped-down,

two-part de�nition of rationality indeed seems to be their target. They report of one early

study of the problem of choice in the presence of multiple attributes that �...combining and

ordinal understanding of utility with multidimensional 'goods' ... might lead to cyclical, that

is intransitive, rankings...� Kapeller et al. (2013, p.42). They then give their own example

of such an intransitive preference relation arising from pairwise comparison of alternatives

on the basis of their attributes where they conclude that

�...pairwise comparison of the di�erent cars leads to the following ranking, which

represents an intransitive preference ordering.

A � B � C � A

The agent can therefore not choose 'rationally' according to the standard de�n-

ition of a rational preference relation... This is what we term the 'Impossibility

of Rational Consumer Choice� ' Kapeller et al. (2013, p.44).

It should be fairly clear then that at this stage of their paper the authors have the minim-

alist de�nition of consumer rationality in their sights, and go on immediately to assert an

equivalence of the problem of aggregating preferences over attributes into preferences over

alternatives with the problem of social choice. They indicate that an exploration of this

equivalence on a �formal level� will be provided in the Appendix to their paper.

Without adding any additional assumptions to the neoclassical conceptualisation of ra-

tional consumer choice above, which the authors in the opening sections of the paper seem
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to accept, the generality of the �impossibility� of rational consumer choice due to intransitive

preferences between alternatives (which I stress is how the authors on p.44 seem to under-

stand it) becomes somewhat questionable. In the �rst instance, the major theoretical works

in the �New Consumer Theory�, of Lancaster (1966) and Ironmonger (1972) were able to

transform utility functions over attributes (de�ned non-trivially over those attributes) into

utility functions over alternatives, which by de�nition imposes rationality (as the neoclassical

theory conceptualises it) on the preferences they represent.

Furthermore, it is not di�cult at all to demonstrate within an ordinalist context that it

is possible to construct rational preferences between alternatives with respect to their attrib-

utes, if we are de�ning substantive rationality (Simon, 1976) as the neoclassical economist

does. It is even possible to demonstrate that this result holds when we add an additional

requirement that the aggregation scheme be �non-dictatorial� with respect to the collection

of attributes.

Proposition. Rational choice in the presence of multiple attribute goods is possible. That is,

there exists a rational (complete and transitive) preference relation which can be constructed

from complete and transitive preferences over attributes. Furthermore it is possible to do so

without giving absolute priority to one attribute.

Proof. We need only to demonstrate one example where we can construct a rational pref-

erence relation (i.e. one that is complete and transitive) � from underlying preferences �i

with respect to each attribute for this theorem to be proved. So suppose we have three

attributes a1, a2, a3 which completely characterise the alternative cars X = {x1 x2 x3}
and that the symbols{−−,−, ◦,+,++} indicate increasing binary-ordinal preference from

left to right.

x1 x2 x3

a1 + ++ +
a2 ++ ◦ −
a3 − ◦ −

Table 1: Characterisation of alternatives x ∈ X

Now, suppose that we give equal weighting to preferences for each attribute in aggregating

to preferences between alternatives such that no one dimension dominates all the others in

the aggregation. If this is so we can see that x2 � x1, and x1 � x3, and crucially, we can

also see that x2 � x3 so the preference relation over alternatives is transitive. Completeness

follows readily from the fact that, giving equal weighting to all attribute dimensions, any

two alternatives can be compared. Hence the preference relation � is rational and rational
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consumer choice in the presence of multiple attributes is possible according to the standard

neoclassical de�nition of rationality.

This proposition demonstrates possibility of constructing complete and transitive prefer-

ences even without using lexicographic procedures, which are well known to always generate

rational preference orderings of alternatives on the basis of their attributes.

However, in the appendix the authors provide a discussion of rational preferences which

goes beyond the two conditions which characterise the neoclassical conception, in fact, well

beyond the conception they presented on p.40 of their paper. It is di�cult given the lack

of mathematical rigour in the mathematical argument of the paper to actually work out the

exact content of the axioms collected on p.58 of Kapeller et al. (2013)2, though it seems their

axioms contained in their conception of rational preferences for consumer choice mirror those

required for the aggregation of social preferences. This is dangerous in the �rst instance be-

cause any form of rationality at a societal level will require a great deal more mathematically

than rationality at the individual level due to the fact that any mathematical conception of

social rationality must, in addition to the rationality of the individual, acknowledge social

justice concerns vis-a-vis interpersonal objectivity.

Incidentally, the two axioms of completeness and transitivity which characterise the neo-

classical position on individual rationality are added not formally as axioms of rationality

but rather as in-text, almost �o�-the-cu�� remarks (p.57-58). The additional axioms of ra-

tionality concern the nature of the aggregation process (what the authors call a �rational

ordering process�) and formally stated are (p.58)

• Unrestricted domain: Any rational ordering process should yield a product ordering

for any possible ordering for any possible orderings within the dimensions

• Accounting for ordinal superiority: If any one product improves its attributes

and preferences over alternatives are constructed again then it should remain ranked

superior to all products it was ranked superior to before

• No prejudices: For any two products, preferences with respect to their attributes

must be such that it is is possible to construct preference in either direction by varying

the aggregation process

2This is of course a very easy accusation to level, though I believe that in this case it is justi�ed. Table 2
(p.57) is to my mind the closest the authors come to a rigorous discussion �axioms/assumptions/de�nitions�
or �primitives� of the mathematical model lying behind their argument, which is standard in neoclassical
texts and in mathematics. This table however, is more reminiscent of a set of bullet points which would not
be considered formal nor rigorous by any mathematical or philosophical standard. . For instance, it makes
sense that P, Q, R may very well be individual products within a set what is the nomenclature for the set
as a whole with which the reader can work should they wish to verify the authors argument?
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• Independence of irrelevant alternatives: If one alternative is removed, then the

reconstructed preference between alternatives should remain unchanged but for the

removal of the aforementioned alternative

Their central theorem (p.59) states that if we have at least three products and a rational

order process satisfying the four axioms above then this process is monomaniacal in the

sense that preferences over one product dimension are given absolute priority in determining

the preference between alternatives. In the �rst instance it is actually misleading for the

authors to call this theorem one of the �impossibility of rational order functions�, because

non-monomaniacal requirement has been stated additional to the four axioms which are

taken to represent �rationality� of the aggregation scheme. The theorem actually suggests

(provided that their proof is indeed correct) that any rational preference relation constructed

by a �rational order function� will be monomaniacal.

Asserting that an individual using a monomaniacal function to construct their alternative

preferences is irrational is a strong claim to make, given that for the neoclassical economist,

the analogous (though not identical) �dictator condition� concerns the rationality of a social

preference ordering rather than the rationality of the consumer. It does not immediately

follow that a neoclassical economist would make adherence to such an axiom a requirement of

consumer rationality. Indeed, it could be easily claimed a �dictatorial� aggregation process is

quite rational if it preserves completeness and transitivity at the level of preferences between

alternatives. We could only add to the validity of this claim if we were to bring in notions of

�procedural� rationality of the individual as a dictatorial aggregation of attributes drastically

reduces the complexity of the choice problem (Simon, 1976, 1978), which Schwartz (2004)

has argued to have signi�cant psychological bene�ts, while personal construct psychology

suggests that it is perfectly natural to have �core� needs which dominate �peripheral� ones

(see Kelly (1963) and Earl (1986) on the importance of the �organisation corollary�).

Turning back to the four axioms taken by ? to characterise the rationality of the indi-

vidual with respect to the aggregation process, to say that an individual who does not satisfy

these is irrational is to say a great deal more about individual rationality than the standard

neoclassical theory of the consumer. In this theory the consumer is rational as long as their

preferences between alternatives are complete and transitive, period. Likewise, in the ori-

ginal formulation of the New Consumer Theory by Lancaster (1966) and Ironmonger (1972)

which inspired the authors' paper there is no discussion concerning the �rationality� of the

aggregation process, and by default consumers remain rational provided they have complete

and transitive preference orderings. The authors therefore needed to make a strong case

for why non-adherence of the aggregation process to the additional axioms was not conson-

ant with rationality, and therefore their theorem suggestive of an impossibility of rational
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consumer choice, otherwise they are attacking a straw man.

The most controversial to my mind of these additional axioms of rationality is the axiom of

unrestricted domain. If I am understanding its mathematical properties correctly, I seriously

doubt that many neoclassical economists, given the priority they place upon �weakness� of

axioms, would �nd it reasonable to require an individual to have a universal aggregation

scheme in the same manner society does. It is a strong assumption simply not contained

within the standard neoclassical conception of consumer rationality. When it comes to

the normative theory of ranking of social alternatives, it is reasonable to require such a

universality of applicability of aggregation schemas on the grounds of impartiality of the

construction of social preferences. It is absolutely not apparent why this assumption is

relevant to the positive, or even normative theory of the individual decision maker and a

reasonable requirement to make of the individual decision maker even from a neoclassical

standpoint. For evolutionary economists concerned with routines in decision making it would

be far more interesting to study the nature of routines which would guarantee substantive,

neoclassical, rationality3.

Similarly controversial is the axiom of no prejudices. Translated into the context of social

choice this axiom is fairly reasonable as it would require that, for example, not everybody

in society preferred racially segregated schools to segregated schools. But in the context

of individual decision making this axiom implies that there can be no products that the

individual �nds de�nitively worse than another across all attributes. Stated di�erently, it

would require me to be able to �nd at least one attribute for every alternative which is

better than the attributes of at least one other alternative. It is not inherently reasonable

at all to require this of an individual. This axiom is completely above and beyond the weak

requirements of rational choice demanded by the neoclassical economist could be very easily

seen to be deliberately set up in order to generate the possibility of intransitivity. I seriously

doubt that many neoclassical economists would require it for the rationality of the consumer.

The independence of irrelevant alternatives axiom is the axiom most obviously carried

across directly from social choice theory. In social choice theory it in e�ect requires society

to make a decision between two alternatives based on a comparison of those two alternatives

alone. Where one may justify the axiom in the context of social choice as prohibiting strategic

behaviour which may distort social preference, it is not clear to me why it would be irrational

for an individual consumer to engage in such behaviour to construct a rational preference

relation between alternatives. In the context of individual decision making it requires in e�ect

that the individual engage only in pairwise comparison of attributes in the construction of

preferences over alternatives, which would prohibit the individual from engaging in such

3Some steps in this direction have been taken by Markey-Towler (2014)
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tournament-style �elimination by aspects� heuristics which preserve substantive rationality

of the preference relation between alternatives. Given that neoclassical economists have very

little to say about such heuristics, and given the primacy this school places on recovering

revealed preferences which are transitive and complete, the authors needed to make a strong

case for the addition of this assumption to the traditional neoclassical conceptualisation of

the rationality of the individual consumer, which they did not do.

It should be noted that the �accounting for ordinal superiority� axiom is similar to the

axioms of local non-satiation and monotonicity in neoclassical choice theory, but these do not

form part of the de�nition of rationality in neoclassical economics, but rather are brought in

to ensure that budget sets are exhausted for simplicity of optimisation calculations. At the

very least this axiom goes beyond the traditional conception of rationality as completeness

and transitivity which the authors suggest they is impossible in the context of multiple

attributes (�Impossible Rational Consumer Choice�, see again p.44). Given its asserted

importance in the proof of the author's theorem, it therefore leaves the authors and those

who use their argument vulnerable to claims that the nature of Rational Consumer Choice

held to by the neoclassical economist has been misrepresented.

To restate and summarise, all of these additional axioms are additional to the assumptions

contained within the neoclassical conception of rational consumer choice, and as far as I can

tell were not required for the rationality of consumer choice by Kelvin Lancaster, nor Duncan

Ironmonger. The only neoclassical economists I am aware of who have set down similar

axioms of rationality have been social choice theorists, who justify the axioms by recourse to

a vastly di�erent, inter-personal decision making process where issues of social justice must be

acknowledged in addition to individual rationality concerns, not consumer choice theorists. It

is risky therefore to claim that any impossibility result derived from them has implications for

the possibility of rational consumer choice �along the lines traditionally suggested� (p.39),

or that �combining this concept (multidimensional goods) with the traditional axioms of

rational choice leads to an 'Impossibility Theorem of Rational Consumer Choice� ' (p.40).

We should note also though the conception of individual rationality presented by the

authors here which they claim is impossible also goes beyond the notion of rationality which

they themselves took to characterise the neoclassical position at the beginning of their paper.

It also goes beyond what the authors call on p.44 �the impossibility of rational consumer

choice�, which in the context of their discussion of rationality on p.40 appears only to pertain

to the preferences over alternatives and their transitivity, not the nature of the aggregation

process from product attributes. At the very least, the authors needed to give a far more

extensive discussion motivating the setting down of these particular axioms as characteristic

of individual rationality to justify their claim that �all these conditions are very natural
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within this framework...� (p.59).

There are problems with the proof of the theorem concerning the relation of axioms of

the Kapeller et al. (2013) conception of individual rationality to which I will turn below,

but on its own the above argument should demonstrate that the paper is at the very best

misleading. It does not demonstrate that rational consumer choice as conceptualised by the

neoclassical economist in the presence of multiple attributes is impossible. It therefore does

not show that �a rational consumer choice along the lines traditionally suggested might lead

to paradoxical results� (see the abstract of the paper, p.39 under discussion), it asserts (it

does not prove by any mathematical standard) that absolute priority will need to be given

to one product attribute in order to preserve completeness and transitivity of preferences

between alternatives as well as adherence to a set of additional axioms not contained in

the neoclassical conception of rationality. It does leave this particular argument against

neoclassical rationality and anyone who uses it open to a very easy retort that the authors

have misrepresented the nature of rationality held to by neoclassical economists. Kapeller

et al. (2013) cannot be used as a theoretical argument against standard rational choice

models without opening the door to a very easy retort from neoclassical economists that

this particular theorem does not represent the notion of rationality in neoclassical consumer

choice theory and in fact overstates this notion.

A better approach to this problem which would have limited the vulnerability of the

authors to an easy dismissal by neoclassical economists, on the grounds of misrepresenting

their idea of rationality and heightened the credibility of anyone using their argument would

have been to investigate the implications of adding a simple, single additional concept of �non-

triviality� of the aggregation process to the traditional neoclassical conception of rationality.

Such a non-triviality requirement would simply state that the aggregation process cannot

give absolute priority to one product dimension and is a far more reasonable assumption as

a potential requirement for a decision process, especially when it casts no aspersions as to

the rationality of the decision maker. It would in fact be more interesting to do this from

the perspective of evolutionary economics, because it opens up the tantalising possibility

of discovering conditions which aggregation routines for consumer choice must satisfy in

order to be �rational� in the traditional neoclassical sense of that term while also genuinely

accounting for multiple attributes.
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2 Choice in the presence of multiple attributes and choice

over social alternatives

Kapeller et al.'s argument in the appendix of their paper that rational consumer choice (as

they have de�ned it) is an impossibility rests on their assertion of the structural equivalence

between the social choice problem of Arrow (1951) and a preference based approach to the

choice problem in the �new� consumer theory of Lancaster (1966). Speci�cally, they rely

on the assertion that �in the case of multidimensional goods the inner-dimensional rankings

of products play exactly the same role as do individual preference orderings in the case of

Condorcet or Arrow� (p.44). To my mind nowhere in their paper do the authors provide a

su�ciently rigorous formal setting forth of the structure of these two problems that would

justify such an assertion, let alone a demonstration of their equivalence. Were the authors to

have done so, I believe they would readily have observed a non-equivalence of an ordinalist

statement of the New Consumer Theory and the Social Choice Problem4.

The social choice problem of Arrow (1951) is to aggregate individual preferences over a

set of social states into a societal preference over those states. Formally, each individual i in

the population N has a preference relation �i, which is a pre-ordering of a set of social states

X. The societal preference relation � is a similarly de�ned pre-ordering over the set of social

states X. We can say that for an individual, the pre-ordered set of alternatives is �i (X) and

equivalently for society the pre-ordered set is � (X). The problem for which Arrow (1951)

demonstrates there is no non-trivial solution is to �nd a mapping fs : Π
|N |
i=1 {�i (X)} →� (X)

from all individuals pre-orderings to the societal pre-ordering which maintains at a societal

level some (relatively) uncontroversial properties of a preference relation with respect to the

political philosophy of justice. Speci�cally, � must have an unrestricted domain, if all �i

agree on a ranking of two alternatives in X then so must �, but no one �i can determine

� independent of all the others, and if all the rankings �i change but maintain the ranking

between two alternatives in X then the societal ranking of those two must remain the same

(Sen, 1970)5.

Now, if the proof of Kapeller et al.'s paper (p.59) is to be su�cient, given that it is

based on assertions that their axioms imply Arrow's, then the mathematical structure of the

problems must also be identical. The authors state correctly (p.41) that the concept of �multi-

4The fullest exposition is Table 2, (p.58), though as this lacks mathematical rigour by any mathematical
or philosophical standard. A careful examination of the properties of the problems stated within it keeping
in mind the New Consumer Theory should actually illustrate their structural non-equivalence.

5Sen (1970) provides an excellent discussion of this theorem and its content and in a much clearer manner
than Arrow (1951). See also Reny (2001); Geanakoplos (2005); Man and Takayama (2013) for clear and
concise statements of the original impossibility theorem
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dimensional goods� was introduced by Kelvin Lancaster, they do not to give a su�ciently

rigorous treatment of the mathematical structure of the seminal theoretical contributions

of Lancaster (1966) and Ironmonger (1972) on the New Consumer Theory such that the

equivalence can be readily veri�ed. I will do so here by translating the New Consumer

Theory into an ordinalist set of choice primitives.

In the New Consumer Theory, the problem is to aggregate a series of preferences each

de�ned over a particular attribute space (representing �that it is the properties or character-

istics of the goods from which utility is derived�, Lancaster (1966, p.133)) which characterises

alternatives into a preference over alternatives themselves. If my English is correct, the au-

thors seem to agree with this conceptualisation when they state that �any ordinary car has

a series of at least partially incommensurable characteristics... Each of these characteristics

provides a qualitatively di�erent dimension along which the convenience of any given car

might be judged� (p.42), and �we use symbols to depict the performance of the cars in each

dimension�. Let me now formalise this theory.

An individual consumer faces a set of alternatives X, which are to be pre-ordered by a

preference relation �. However where standard neoclassical theory takes this to be primitive,

in the New Consumer Theory there is for the individual also a multi-dimensional attributes

space A = ΠNA
i=1Ai which can be taken to characterise the NA attributes of the alternatives in

X (the existence of this mathematical object can be readily veri�ed by paging through either

Lancaster (1966) or Ironmonger (1972)). The New Consumer Theorists hypothesised that it

was the position of the alternative within this space from which utility was derived, or, in an

ordinalist interpretation, basic preferences could be taken to exist. Formally, this implies the

existence of a set of sub-orderings �a
i de�ned for each dimension Ai of the attribute space A,

and so the set pre-ordered by the preference over a particular attribute dimension is �a
i (Ai).

When we say as New Consumer Theorists that products are located within characteristics

space, we are saying that any particular alternative x can be described as a bundle of

its attributes within that space, that is, x = {ai}NA

i=1. Again, provided my grasp of the

English language is adequate6, the authors seem to agree with the New Consumer Theorists

on this point when they speak of �multidimensional goods� and �comparing along di�erent

dimensions� throughout the paper and �setting an aspiration level for one dimension� (p.46)

and �ordering relation of products within product dimension d� (p.57). It also seems to �t

well with the authors' own illustrative Table 1 (p.43) and suggests that this is a discrete

6The Oxford English Dictionary de�nes �dimension� in the modern sensibility (2a)
as a �measurable or spatial extent of any kind...� and mathematically (3a) as a
�mode of linear measurement, magnitude, or extension, in a particular direction...�;
URL:http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/52868?rskey=cSNBeB&result=1&isAdvanced=false#eid (Accessed
10/07/2014)
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version of the New Consumer Theory indi�erence diagrams.

The problem of the consumer in New Consumer Theory then consists of �nding an aggreg-

ation schema fc : ΠNA
i=1 {�a

i (Ai)} →� (X) for transforming preferences over the attributes of

alternatives into preferences over the alternatives themselves (a problem implicitly solved by

Lancaster (1966), Ironmonger (1972) in the de�ning of utility over attributes and specifying

a technology for transforming alternatives into their attributes). The possibility of rational

consumer choice in the neoclassical consumer theory sense then hinges on the possibility

of a mapping fc : ΠNA
i=1 {�a

i (Ai)} →� (X) from the individual preferences over attribute

dimensions into preferences over the alternatives which are complete and transitive. The

additional four (�ve if we count �non-dictatorial� aggregations to be an axiom of rationality)

axioms of rationality required by Kapeller et al. (2013) pertain to the nature of this mapping

from preferences over attributes into preferences over alternatives.

We can now state the two aggregation problems together for convenience

fs : Π
|N |
i=1 {�i (X)} →� (X)

fc : ΠNA
i=1 {�a

i (Ai)} →� (X)

Immediately however, we can see that the aggregation mapping, fc is structurally dis-

similar to the aggregation mapping for social preferences fs. If they are remaining faithful

to the original formulation of the New Consumer Theory the authors are asserting that the

pre-ordered sets �a
i (Ai) to not merely be analogous to the pre-ordered sets �i (X), but

are structurally equivalent: �the inner-dimensional rankings of products play exactly the

same role as do individual preference orderings in the case of Condorcet or Arrow� (p.44).

But this is not the case, for following Lancaster (1966, p.133), attribute preferences (or the

utility functions which represent them) are de�ned each over a distinct attribute subspace

rather than a common space X. We cannot therefore assert (as Kapeller et al. (2013) do)

that axioms concerning the consumer choice in the presence of multiple attributes prob-

lem directly imply the axioms concerning social choice. These assertions must be rigorously

demonstrated, or the theorem and anyone who uses it are vulnerable to an easy rebuttal from

the neoclassical economist that the theorem is merely an unproven, speculative proposition

- a mere conjecture.

2.1 Possible misinterpretation

Kapeller et al.'s argument at �rst glance is compelling, and is intuitively appealing. Indeed,

this note started life as an attempt to demonstrate their argument in a rigorous manner.
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However, once one begins to dig around in the mathematical formalities of the model the

apparent equivalence of the two problems - as shown above - becomes rather unclear. The

social choice problem is one of aggregating preferences over a common set of alternatives

into an overall preferences over that same set of alternatives, while the consumer choice

problem, provided we are following the New Consumer Theory of Lancaster and Ironmonger

is one of aggregating preferences over attributes of the alternatives into over preferences over

alternatives themselves.

If it is the case that the formal primitives of the consumer choice problem in the presence

of multiple attributes above are misrepresenting the mathematical model Kapeller et al.

(2013) are using implicitly, then they will have departed from an ordinalist statement of the

original formulation of the problem by Lancaster (1966) and Ironmonger (1972) - a point

which they needed to make clear. These authors were very clear that utility was derived

from the attributes of the alternatives in the �rst instance by de�ning the utility function

(and therefore preferences) over the attribute space.

The only way the authors' proof can be salvaged in its current, assertion based (though

even then the resulting proof would lack mathematical rigour), form is if the problem of

consumer choice is recast so that what is being aggregated is a space of pre-orderings of

the alternatives space by the individual ΠNA
i=1 �i (X) so that the domain of the aggregation

schema is of the same nature between the two problems. If these pre-orderings are indeed

to be treated as if they were identical to the preferences of individuals within society as in

Arrow's problem, then these pre-orderings must be totally independent (i.e. �with respect to�

nothing) and given, primitive to the model. However, it must be a particularly philosophical

individual indeed7 for us to escape the conclusion that an individual with such a set of

preferences over alternatives has a pathological multiple personality disorder. In any case,

to interpret these preferences as identical to the preferences of individuals in the social

choice problem and de�ned with respect to nothing would defeat the purpose of the model

of consumer choice in the presence of multiple attributes anyway. Kapeller et al. correctly

recognise this in any case, and speak of preferences within �product dimensions�, or attributes

and preferences �with respect to attributes� at many points throughout their paper.

It might be argued however, that these �attribute preferences� �with respect to attributes�

are in fact a series of pre-orderings �i (X) of the alternatives space �with respect to attribute

i�8. This would generate quite some confusion to what the authors mean by �ordering

relation of products within product dimension d� (p.57, Table 2) as orderings are relations,

7In the famous words of Walt Whitman: �Do I contradict myself? Very well, then I contradict myself, I
am large, I contain multitudes�

8I thank an anonymous reviewer for bringing this point to my attention
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not spaces (of which dimensions in the mathematical sense are a special case). Setting

this aside, the authors recognise (on p.43 and p.48 amongst others) without expressing it

explicitly that any such pre-ordering �with respect to attributes� presupposes the existence of

a pre-ordering of the potential attributes in the �rst instance. It simply does not make sense

to speak of preferences �with respect to attributes� in any sense without the existence of a

pre-ordering of the potential attributes, and therefore the set of spaces �a
i (Ai) simply must

exist. Without the existence of ΠNA
i=1 �a

i (Ai) we would have no scale by which to compare

product attributes. To be able to make sense of �preferences with respect to attributes� the

authors would therefore at least have to add an additional assumption to the theory of the

consumer in the presence of multiple attributes (stated nowhere in the paper explicitly) that

∃ �d: x �d x
′ ⇐⇒ ai (x) �i ai (x′)

But in this case the mappings �i (X) must be completely determined by positions within

�a
i (Ai), and any axioms concerning the aggregation of preferences with respect to attributes

must apply to the manner in which positions within the attribute dimension are aggregated

into the overall pre-ordering of alternatives. Otherwise, to emphasise again, we would have no

scale with which to make sense of preferences with respect to attributes. To my sensibilities,

this would collapse the problem to the one I have expressed above, consistent with Lancaster

(1966) and Ironmonger (1972) and their New Consumer Theory of �nding a mapping fc,

which is not equivalent to one of �nding a mapping fs as in social choice theory. For

instance, unless the preferences�i (X) over X are e�ectively equated as above to�a
i (Ai) it

is di�cult to imagine they may be contingent on outright position in Ai rather than merely

their relativity, which allows for cardinal comparisons which are quite reasonable in an intra-

personal context as compared with an inter-personal social context, which is a di�erent

formalism to the ordinal formalism of social choice theory. At the very least, the equivalence

of the two problems is not immediately apparent enough to warrant an acceptance of the

assertion-based and mathematically informal proof in the Appendix of Kapeller et al. (2013).

3 Conclusion

While I do not deny that rational consumer choice is an impossibility in reality, I have

argued here that the particular argument of Kapeller et al. (2013) that rational consumer

choice is an impossibility cannot be used without leaving one vulnerable to easy retorts from

neoclassical economists. The reasons for why this is the case (and why more research into

the axiomatic underpinnings of choice in the presence of multiple attributes is needed) can
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be summarised into two main points.

First, and probably foremost, what Kapeller et al. (2013) are ostensibly demonstrating to

be impossible is not rational consumer choice as the neoclassical economist conceives of it, nor

the impossibility of �non-trivial� rational choice where neoclassical rational consumer choice is

impossible without giving one attribute complete priority. They conjecture the impossibility

of a much stronger conceptualisation of consumer rationality than the neoclassical economist

would be ready to require, which could be construed (though I am not implying that the

authors indeed did so) to have been constructed to mirror a vastly di�erent choice problem

where political philosophy concerns must be acknowledged in addition to those of individual

�rationality�. At the very least, the authors needed to make a far stronger case for why their

additional four (arguably �ve) axioms could be taken to represent, in combination with the

original two of neoclassical economics the rationality of an individual consumer.

Second, the rather blithe manner in which the mathematical argument of Kapeller et al.

(2013) is presented vis-a-vis standards of mathematical formalism and rigour is justi�ed only

if the mathematical equivalence between the consumer choice and social choice problems is

immediately apparent. I have shown that this is not the case if we are remaining faithful

in our ordinalist interpretation to the original problem of consumer choice in the presence

of multiple attributes as set up by Lancaster (1966) and Ironmonger (1972). At the very

least, the authors needed to make clear exactly what their mathematical model was, as well

as if and how it departed from an ordinalist interpretation of the New Consumer Theory.

Even so, I would speculate that in no mathematical approach genuinely consistent with the

multiple attribute concept would there be an equivalence between Arrow's problem and that

of the New Consumer Theory's intellectual descendents.

Given this, to use the argument of Kapeller et al. (2013) against the neoclassical model

of consumer rationality is to leave one vulnerable to accusations of using a mathematical

argument which lacks rigour at the very least, and which misrepresents the neoclassical

notion of consumer rationality it attacks.
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